FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION
‘Exiled From the State’

2/22/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

The American Resistance Party has discovered that out of 37.2 million people in California, none of them have read the State of California posting of the California Constitution. The Republican Party has not referred to it, nor has the Democrat (aka Marxist Party) has not reviewed. None of the Attorneys or Judges of the State have glanced at even a single page of the online text. The American Resistance Party knows this because either the CA constitution has either been purposely removed or else the web server has failed and it no longer can be viewed.

The State of California has posted the Table of Contents of the Constitution at:

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/const-toc.html

When someone clicks on one of the items of the Table of Contents a blank page with the following ERROR BOX is posted instead:

Not Found
The requested object does not exist on this server.
The link you followed is either outdated, inaccurate, or the server has been instructed not to let you have it. Please inform the site administrator of the referring page.

Apparently the CA Constitution is so unimportant that none of the 37.2 million citizens of California refers to it. Or else everyone knows that the Constitution has been overthrown and it has been exiled from the state.

When was the last time YOU read the CA Constitution?
See: http://law.justia.com/constitution/california/article_1.html

###

Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.